Host Tim says:
<<<Resume mission, episode 4>>>

MO_SamBejTa says:
::in Sickbay::

FCO_Adams says:
::beginning the assigned patrol route:: *XO* On station sir, beginning our run.

Host XO_Taylor says:
::In the RR reading the patrol's early reports::

EO_On says:
::at Main Engineering checking his console::

OPS_Shania says:
::at her station on the bridge::

CTO_Hunter says:
::at tactical 2 since Tactical one is still offline::

CMO_Turok says:
::In sickbay, looking over the last list of expended supplies::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::on the bridge, scanning and scanning, attempting to find any vessel, cloaked or not::

Host XO_Taylor says:
::Looks at the Gryphon's system's damage reports::

MO_SamBejTa says:
::looks over at CMO::CMO: Pardon me, how is the Captain doing?

Host XO_Taylor says:
Self: OK, all right, it's time to show what I've got...

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sees several blips on sensors::

Host XO_Taylor says:
::gets out of the RR::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::notices the XO arriving from RR::

CMO_Turok says:
MO: The same as yesterday.  He is still in stasis, awaiting the new tissue which has not yet finished growing.  He will be so for another week or so.

CTO_Hunter says:
::still working trying to regulate the slightly slower tac2::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Sir, sensors are picking up lots of ship traffic inside the Breen space. ::taps on his console::

MO_SamBejTa says:
::nods:: CMO: He is lucky to have you. ::changes topic:: Orders for the day sir?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::tries to identify the ships::

Host XO_Taylor says:
::sees how CTO did not scream out loud his usual "Captain on the Bridge" line and smiles::

Host XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Any luck in decoding them?

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Most of them are light cruisers and fighters... that's all I know.

OPS_Shania says:
XO: There's a lot of comm traffic from the Breen as well, all encrypted.

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Sir, I have them on my long range scans as well.

CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: Any more signs of cloaked vessels?

CMO_Turok says:
::Grunts::  MO: Flattery?  You have been among the humans too long.  ::Grins::  We may see combat today.  I sent Lt. Hunter his requisitions for the phasers several days ago.  You may wish to see that the armory has received the authorization.

FCO_Adams says:
::monitors the patrol route::

MO_SamBejTa says:
::smiles:: CMO: That will be my pleasure. I will obtain our weapons yet.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Indeed.  Let's keep them marked.  I'm locking on them.  ::does so::

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Permission to leave the bridge? I need to talk to the CMO.

Host XO_Taylor says:
CSO: I see keep me posted.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO: Let me check... ::runs a tachyon scan::

Host XO_Taylor says:
CTO: Very well, but be prepared to return if trouble arises.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: SCANS INDICATE POSSIBLE CLOAKED SHIPS

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Of Course.  ::turns tac over to his assistant::

MO_SamBejTa says:
::moves towards the sickbay exit to visit the pleasant personnel in the Armory::

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Aye sir, I'll keep them marked.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods to XO::

CMO_Turok says:
::Finishes the supply reports and wonders how many more weapons a Federation Starship could carry if all the needless PADDs were left off the ships.::

Host XO_Taylor says:
OPS: Any COMM traffic?

OPS_Shania says:
::looks at XO confused:: XO: Lots....as I've already indicated...

CTO_Hunter says:
::heads towards the Tl::

MO_SamBejTa says:
::steps lively towards the armory::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Commander...  I have an indication of cloaked ships, but I can't be sure... it keeps fading... ::tries to get it clear::

CTO_Hunter says:
<Ensign_K'Lumsy>::has Armory Duty today::

CMO_Turok says:
::Decides to make a round through sickbay and check on the remaining few patients::

Host XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Cloaked ships? On which side of the border?

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: The Breen side.

EO_On says:
*XO* Since I am in charge of ME is there anything I can do here to help?

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Perhaps if I can have more power to sensors, I can have a better reading. ::looks at OPS::

CTO_Hunter says:
::heads to deck 7::

MO_SamBejTa says:
::steps into the Armory and sees K'Lumsy:: K'Lumsy:: Ensign: ::She nods at him::

CTO_Hunter says:
<Ensign_K'Lumsy>MO: What do you want?!

Host XO_Taylor says:
CSO/OPS: Agreed.


Host XO_Taylor says:
*EO* Repair the damaged systems, primary are most important...

EO_On says:
*XO* Aye, Sir.

CTO_Hunter says:
<TO>::at tac2::

CTO_Hunter says:
::arrives on deck 7 and heads for sickbay::

MO_SamBejTa says:
K'Lumsy: I am here with hopes of consent prior given to obtain weapons. ::she stares at him::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: The rest of TF report the comm traffic and ship movements of the Breen as well.

EO_On says:
::running diagnostics of primary systems::

CSO_MacLeod says:
OPS: Lieutenant, I need more power to sensors.  Can you provide it for me?

OPS_Shania says:
CSO: You get the power right away. ::reroutes power from secondary systems to sensors::

Host XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Then keep an eye on them, and tell me if those possible Breen ships get closer.

CMO_Turok says:
::Sees that only one of the injured will need to remain another day, the others should return to their quarters for a few more days before returning to duty.::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: All ships are marked.  We have them on sensors until they get out of range.

Host XO_Taylor says:
OPS: Any luck in decoding their COMM traffic... finding out what they are saying...?

CTO_Hunter says:
::arrives out side Sickbay...ensure his uniform is straight and enters sickbay::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: Not yet sir. We are working on it.

Host XO_Taylor says:
OPS: Good.

CTO_Hunter says:
<Ensign_K'Lumsy>::Shakes head:: MO: You spent to much time among Hew-mans

CSO_MacLeod says:
::notices an increase on sensors power:: OPS: Thank you! ::smiles and runs another tachyon scan::

OPS_Shania says:
CSO: No problem...

CTO_Hunter says:
::Spots The CMO::CMO: I understand you wish to talk to me?

Host XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Any trouble with the engines?

FCO_Adams says:
XO: All systems are nominal Mr. Taylor.

MO_SamBejTa says:
K'Lumsy: I am half human but my Klingon half is getting impatient with your department..

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: You have them marked as well, right? ::working on his console, without take your eyes from it::

OPS_Shania says:
::works with other OPS's of TF on decoding::

EO_On says:
::Also runs some reports of damage systems at ME::

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO Altsen> *CSO* Altsen to MacLeod.

CTO_Hunter says:
<Ensign_K'Lumsy>MO: Impatient about what?

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Confirmed Mr. MacLeod.

CMO_Turok says:
::Looks at the CTO for a moment::  CTO: No.

CSO_MacLeod says:
*SO* Go ahead.

Host XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Thank you, steady as she usually goes. ::winks with a smile::

CTO_Hunter says:
CMO: Strange, It seems I heard you were upset because MCPO Hardnose would not release weapons with out the proper forms field out.

OPS_Shania says:
::tries older decryption codes::

FCO_Adams says:
::smiles back at the XO::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sees the signals bouncing around::


CTO_Hunter says:
<TO>::checks the threat board::

MO_SamBejTa says:
K'Lumsy: DO you people never talk to one another? Do you have my approval for weapons for sickbay or not?

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO Altsen> *CSO* Sir, we are running the research of the black cluster as you ordered.

CMO_Turok says:
CTO: That is as may be.  However, I believe I have satisfied your requirements by sending you the proper forms.  My assistant is at the armory now, checking to see that you took appropriate action.

EO_On says:
::sees the report on the battle bridge most of them are functional::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Commander, I know there are cloaked ships in there...  but I can't say how many... and where they are, exactly.

CSO_MacLeod says:
*SO* Understood.  Proceed and report me when it's finished.  MacLeod out.

OPS_Shania says:
::combines some codes and grins:: XO: The Breen are directing ships to counter Task Force.

CTO_Hunter says:
CMO: They should be giving you your weapons at this time and I am here to suggest a way to prevent this ...misunderstanding in the future, how does a weapons locker in sickbay sound?

Host XO_Taylor says:
OPS: I see... but can you rule out the possibility of them being in our weapon's range?

CTO_Hunter says:
<Ensign_K'Lumsy>MO: Yes the forms have been field out ::just stands their::

MO_SamBejTa says:
K'Lumsy: Well then ! That’s great. :smacks him hard on the arm:: Where are they?

CMO_Turok says:
::Looks momentarily surprised, then nods::  CTO: Hmmm, yes.  Yes, that would be excellent.  ::Looks suspicious again::  CTO: How many forms must I fill out?

OPS_Shania says:
::sees a blinky light [tm]:: XO: The Akiras report that the Breen ships' placement extends beyond the patrol route of TF.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Let me check their condition.  So, I'll be able to extrapolate something. ::smiles::

EO_On says:
::sees the report of the primary systems and he don't like what is there in the reports::

Host XO_Taylor says:
CSO: OK.

CTO_Hunter says:
CMO: No, just need you to sign this request. ::hands out the PADD::

FCO_Adams says:
::looks around just in case Teebo is loose::

CTO_Hunter says:
<Ensign_K'Lumsy>MO: In the armory. ::has a wicked grin on his face::

EO_On says:
::working in his console because the primary systems are a little bit lows::

MO_SamBejTa says:
K'Lumsy: Oh so I may help myself.. great ::moves to enter the Armory further::

CTO_Hunter says:
<Ensign_K'Lumsy>::steps in front of her:: MO: No.

CMO_Turok says:
::Takes the PADD, looks at it briefly, then imprints his thumb upon it.::  CTO: Thank you lieutenant.

EO_On says:
::he is moving some sensors in order to balance power of the primary systems::

EO_On says:
::sees that the primary systems sensors are increasing::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::taps his console::  XO: I can say there are, at least, 35 ships.  They seem to be patrolling their area as well.

FCO_Adams says:
::continues along the assigned patrol route::

MO_SamBejTa says:
::raies a brow:: K'Lumsy: Then what? What do I have to do... say pretty please or… ::leans in:: kill you… whatever you prefer...

OPS_Shania says:
XO: Looks like it's over 80 Breen ships but they are staying on their side of the border...at least for now.

CTO_Hunter says:
CMO: You’re welcome. ::in a decent Klingon for a non Klingon:: CMO: You are a good warrior, for a Doctor.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Agree... 35 cloaked ships, I mean.

CTO_Hunter says:
*K'lumsy* Assist MO with the extra package.

EO_On says:
::he runs again some diagnostics of the primary systems, he wonders to himself that it's much better now::

CMO_Turok says:
CTO: ::Chuckles::  You are a promising warrior...for a humanoid.  Oh, there was one other thing...

Host XO_Taylor says:
::sighs:: OPS/CSO: keep me posted...

CTO_Hunter says:
<Ensign_K'Lumsy>::hears the comm:: MO: Nope just waiting for that comm. ::steps  aside and points to a large weapon locker:: MO: Want help?

CTO_Hunter says:
CMO: Yes?

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: If those signals are all ships...  I can't say.

MO_SamBejTa says:
::looks over at it.. tempted to say no.. but what would the point be:: K'Lumsy: That will be fine. ::moves to one side of the locker::

CTO_Hunter says:
<Ensign_K'Lumsy>:: takes up a position on the other side of the weapons locker::

CMO_Turok says:
CTO: My assistant and yours, Hardnose, did nearly come to blows.  Perhaps a match could be arranged to settle their differences.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::keeps tachyon scans and regular::

MO_SamBejTa says:
:;leans over:: K'lumsy: On three.. One Two Three. ::goes to lift her side::

OPS_Shania says:
::tries to decode more comms::

CTO_Hunter says:
CMO: Perhaps, but are you sure you want to break in a new assistant, I know MCPO Hardnose looks weak and frail, but I learned a long time ago never underestimated a Master Chief Petty Officer.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Do you know we are running a research on the black cluster? ::smiles::

CTO_Hunter says:
<Ensign_K'Lumsy> ::lifts the locker::

MO_SamBejTa says:
::lets him walk backwards::

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: I heard Lt. I did some research on that myself.

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Best to stay far away from it.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: I know...  I thought you'd like to know.  As soon we have the results, feel free to check it. ::smiles::

CTO_Hunter says:
::heads to sickbay::

CMO_Turok says:
CTO: I am not underestimating him.  He is an old warrior, and as such deserves much respect.  My assistant is young and headstrong, but she has a Klingon heart.  And he offended her.  She is also a warrior and is not helpless.

MO_SamBejTa says:
::moves down the hall not even breaking a sweat::

FCO_Adams says:
::smiles:: CSO: I will, thank you Mr. MacLeod. ::returns to her monitoring::

CTO_Hunter says:
CMO: I will check with the MCPO, my guess is the answer is yes, if there is nothing else I better get to the bridge.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Well... obviously they are up to something, but they don't mention to cross the border.  So far. ::looks at the XO and raises both eyebrows::

CMO_Turok says:
CTO: No.  Nothing else.  Qua'pla.

CTO_Hunter says:
CMO: Qua'pla ::heads to the TL passing K'lumsy and the MO on the way out::

Host XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Something smells funny about all of this...

CTO_Hunter says:
<Ensign_K'Lumsy>::enters sickbay::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: We've just received word that SB 412 has been destroyed. The destruction was caused by an entity known as the Shadowman. It seems to be almost omnipotent. The Breen dissidents were used by him.

MO_SamBejTa says:
::enters Sickbay pushing K'Lumsy ahead::

Host XO_Taylor says:
OPS: Anything else?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::listens to the OPS::

MO_SamBejTa says:
CMO: Sir, we have our weapons.  ::grins: Where would you like them?

CMO_Turok says:
::Goes back to his office, mulling over the conversation.  Wonders if he should decide to like the CTO.::

CMO_Turok says:
MO: About time!  Put the locker in the drug storage room.  It is the most secure place.

CTO_Hunter says:
::enters the TL::

Host XO_Taylor says:
OPS: I'll try to find some info on that Shadowman. CSO: You have the bridge.

MO_SamBejTa says:
::gives a yell:: Sir, yes sir
K'Lumsy: You heard him,.... that way.. ::nods her head in the direction::

Host XO_Taylor says:
::gets in RR::

OPS_Shania says:
*XO* Only bad news I'm afraid. The report says thousands were killed. Only a few survived.

CTO_Hunter says:
<Ensign_K'Lumsy>MO: Sure slow poke

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Aye... ::stands and heads to the center of the bridge::

CMO_Turok says:
::Recognizes the Klingon TO from a few months before.  Is glad there are a few true warriors aboard.::

CTO_Hunter says:
::arrives back on the bridge::

Host XO_Taylor says:
*OPS* Very well... I'll try to find out more on that Shadow.. man...

EO_On says:
::hears about the destruction of SB 412 and starts a little prayer for the ones killed::

CTO_Hunter says:
::heads for Tac2::

FCO_Adams says:
::can feel the CSO standing behind her and gets a bit nervous::

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Are you following our "friends"?  They are still patrolling their space, right?

CTO_Hunter says:
::glances at OPS as he heads to his station::

Host XO_Taylor says:
::looks in the database for a "Shadowman" and finds that the information is classified... Taylor growls a bit and then sighs::


MO_SamBejTa says:
::sticks her tongue out at him::

OPS_Shania says:
CSO: There's a message from SF command.

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Yes sir, they are still patrolling on their side of the border.

CSO_MacLeod says:
OPS: Is this message classified?

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Keep your eye on them.  I'll call Altsen to take SCI 1.

OPS_Shania says:
CSO: Yes. It's for the Captain.

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Aye sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
OPS: Understood.

Host XO_Taylor says:
::stands in front of the view screen:: OPS: On Screen.

CSO_MacLeod says:
*XO* Sir, we have a subspace comm from SFC.  It is for the Captain.

MO_SamBejTa says:
::drops her end of the locker::

CMO_Turok says:
::Sees the interaction between the two "warriors" and sighs.  Well, at least they look like true warriors.::

CMO_Turok says:
::Returns to his office::

CTO_Hunter says:
<Ensign_K'Lumsy>::Drops his end of the weapon locker as well::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: It's only a written message due to the distance to Earth.

MO_SamBejTa says:
::nods at him:: K'Lumsy: I do thank you. ::smiles::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sees the XO is back and frowns "Where did he come from?", returns to his station::

CTO_Hunter says:
<Ensign_K'Lumsy>::shakes head:: MO: So much for a real Klingon woman. ::begins to exit sickbay::

MO_SamBejTa says:
::rolls her eyes and ignores him::

Host XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Back in your chair you go, I'll listen to it in the RR. ::enters RR::

FCO_Adams says:
::notes the ship's proximity to the black cluster and frowns slightly::

OPS_Shania says:
::reroutes message to RR::

Host XO_Taylor says:
::enters command codes::

MO_SamBejTa says:
::moves to the doorway of the CMO's office, like a child on Christmas:: CMO: Would you like for me to inventory the items?

Host XO_Taylor says:
::waits for message to start::

Host Tim says:
#<SFC> To U.S.S. GRYPHON.  YOU ARE TO RELINQUISH COMMAND OF TASK FORCE WATCH DOG TO COMMANDER , U.S.S REDOUBT, INTREPID CLASS.  YOUR ORDERS ARE TO PROCEED TO CIRCUMNAVIGATE CLAIMED BREEN SPACE AND TAKE READINGS OF BREEN ENROUTE.  UPON COMPLETION OF PATROL OF PERIMETER OF BREEN SPACE REPORT TO SB 514 WITH FINDINGS.ORDERS FOR COMMANDER TASK FORCE WATCH DOG BEING SENT SEPARATELY. ::END MESSAGE::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::keeps scans on the sector, checking the marked tabs::

CMO_Turok says:
MO: Yes.

MO_SamBejTa says:
::grins::

EO_On says:
::he is kind of tired, goes to the replicator and orders a coffee::

MO_SamBejTa says:
::moves to the locker and pushes it out of the way against the wall in the storage closet::

FCO_Adams says:
::wonders what the secret message from SF is all about::

CSO_MacLeod says:
*EO* Lieutenant On, can you check sensors status?  Sometimes it fades...  I hope it is the cloaked ships, but I'd like to be sure.

EO_On says:
::he is with the coffee at his desk and looking the console of the reports of the systems at ME::

Host XO_Taylor says:
*OPS* I want you to make sure that the message is authentic, I wouldn't want to be ordered by mister Shadow or whatever his name is...

Host XO_Taylor says:
::gets back on the Bridge::

Host XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Once again, you are relieved from command. ::smiles::

EO_On says:
*CSO* I will look for that right away, sir

CTO_Hunter says:
::checks his threat board::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::smiles, since he is on his station, then nods::

OPS_Shania says:
*XO* Aye sir. ::checks to see if the message is real::

EO_On says:
"Computer" Check the sensors status because they are fading

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: trouble?

MO_SamBejTa says:
::takes care in opening the lid so it does not bang into the wall, a Jack in the Box jumps out.. she makes a fist and gives it a punch her hand going through it, it disappears.. :: Aloud: So very funny...

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Anything we should worry about?

OPS_Shania says:
XO: The message is authentic sir.

Host XO_Taylor says:
FCO: How much time will it take to circumnavigate Breen space starting from here, and going in the Intrepid class' direction?

Host XO_Taylor says:
CTO/CSO: New orders from SFC.

Host XO_Taylor says:
ALL: We are to circle Breen space, scan the "interior" of that very space and return to SB514.

MO_SamBejTa says:
::taking out the PADD in side she starts checking the items off making sure each one is in there and operational::

FCO_Adams says:
::checks her readings:: XO: It should take us several months depending on our speed sir.

Host XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Well, then, I hope you didn't expect to take a vacation within the next few months...

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Circumnavigate?  I understand, we'll have the best readings on doing like this.  But if anything happens, we'll be way too far to get back in time.

FCO_Adams says:
::laughs:: XO: I guess that includes you too sir.

Host XO_Taylor says:
CSO: I know, but SFC wants it.

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: A spy mission?

EO_On says:
::looks for the report of the Computer of the fading of the sensors status and sees that some batteries are damage and they need to be changed::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::frowns::

MO_SamBejTa says:
::disappointed to not see any phaser rifles there was an assortment of type 1 and 2 phaser pistols::

Host XO_Taylor says:
::smiles:: CTO: Not that I know of.

CTO_Hunter says:
::calls up his last will and Testament::

EO_On says:
::replaces the batteries::*CSO* I have change some batteries of the sensors status. If they are fading again just let me now, sir

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: That is normal what they call missions behind enemy lines.

Host XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Start making a route plan and set a course to start the "circle".

Host XO_Taylor says:
CTO: We are going around them not behind.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye sir, beginning the calculations now.

Host XO_Taylor says:
CTO: You have the bridge ALL: I have a few questions that need to be answered.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO/CTO:  And we'll be in great danger.  If they find us at the other side, I believe they won't like it.

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: So we are not crossing their border?

EO_On says:
::drinks his coffee::

CSO_MacLeod says:
*EO* Thank you, Mr. On.  I'll check it.

Host XO_Taylor says:
CTO: No, we are going around and back. Circumnavigate it.

EO_On says:
*CSO* Not to mentioned, sir.

Host XO_Taylor says:
::gets in his RR::

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: And have we verified these orders with the rest of the Task Force?

FCO_Adams says:
::works on a new flight plan to follow::

MO_SamBejTa says:
::closes the container, moving to the CMO's office yet again:: CMO: All in order and secure.

Host XO_Taylor says:
*OPS* Get me SFC on subspace.

CSO_MacLeod says:
*XO* Do you need any help with those questions?

CMO_Turok says:
::Munches on the chocolate covered Raktajino beans on his desk and goes over the latest training report for his staff.  Beginswork on a program to rotate the security teams into sickbay for emergency medical training.

CSO_MacLeod says:
*XO* Anything I can search?

Host XO_Taylor says:
*CSO* I've got enough for myself, but thanks.

Host XO_Taylor says:
*CSO* What I need is classified.

OPS_Shania says:
*XO* Aye sir. ::hails SFC on a secured channel::

CMO_Turok says:
MO: Excellent.  Now, only you, I and MO Press have access to that room.

EO_On says:
::he leaves ME and give charge to Chief Valerie Kint::

CSO_MacLeod says:
*XO* Understood.  If you need anything, let me know.


MO_SamBejTa says:
CMO: Yes sir. ::eyes his beans::

FCO_Adams says:
::brings up the starcharts for the route::

EO_On says:
::he is walking to the corridor and goes to the TL::

Host XO_Taylor says:
*CSO* Well, if you can find anything on that Shadowman, I'd like that.

CSO_MacLeod says:
*XO* Shadowman?  Where did you hear about it?

CMO_Turok says:
MO: ::Sees her look::  Try one.  it is a warrior's food.

FCO_Adams says:
::plots the new course and inputs it into the flight panel::

Host Commader_USSREDOUBT says:
@COM; GRYPHON: Captain Welks here.  What is Captain O'Mallory's status?

CTO_Hunter says:
::looks over the bridge::

Host XO_Taylor says:
::takes a tall glass of cold water out of the replicator, hesitates between drinking it or splashing it in his face, but decides to drink it after all::

EO_On says:
::goes to the bridge::

Host XO_Taylor says:
COM: USS_Reboubt: He is still unconscious.

Host Commader_USSREDOUBT says:
@COM: Gryphon: This the Exec?

MO_SamBejTa says:
::leans in and takes one popping it into her mouth and biting down with a crunch.. eyes open further:: CMO: Mmmm.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::thinks "I believe I heard something like this before.... ", searchs for some information on SF database::

EO_On says:
::enters the bridge::

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: Mr. Hunter, I have plotted the new course and the computer has the data. Holding for the engage order.

Host XO_Taylor says:
COM: USS_Reboubt: Yes.

CTO_Hunter says:
FCO: Very well

CMO_Turok says:
MO: Yes, they are good.  And they are mine.  You may go.  ::Grins slightly::

Host Commader_USSREDOUBT says:
@COM: Gryphon: Contacting you to confirm my assignment as TF Commander.

MO_SamBejTa says:
::grins back:: CMO: Aye aye sir ::moves out, licking her lips::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::notices the Gryphon is about to enter in warp speed:: *SO* Are you done with the BC research?

CTO_Hunter says:
*XO* Sir FCO reports ready to embark on new course, awaiting your command.

Host XO_Taylor says:
COM: USS_Reboubt: Confirmed, you are to take command of the fleet, the USS Gryphon has been given new orders.

Host XO_Taylor says:
*CTO* Engage.

Host Commader_USSREDOUBT says:
@COM: GRYPHON: Have copy of your orders... good luck, and safe harbors.

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO Altsen> *CSO* Not yet, sir.

Host XO_Taylor says:
COM: USS_Reboubt: And to you. Taylor out.

CSO_MacLeod says:
*SO* Then pause it.  We're entering in warp speed.  We may finish it later.

CMO_Turok says:
::Takes a moment to add a message to the outgoing traffic and then goes back to his reports::

CTO_Hunter says:
FCO: The order is given

MO_SamBejTa says:
::goes to check on some of the sickbay equipment::

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO Altsen> ::sighs:: *CSO* Aye, sir. ::obviously upset::

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: Aye sir, engaging warp engines. ::taps the panel::

Host XO_Taylor says:
*OPS* Any luck patching me through to SFC?


OPS_Shania says:
::shakes head mumbling to herself::

FCO_Adams says:
:;looks over at Mauro and smiles::

CTO_Hunter says:
::feels the ship go to warp wondering if this is there last mission::

OPS_Shania says:
*XO* Only a written message is possible because of the distance to Earth.

Host XO_Taylor says:
*OPS* I will prepare one... how much time until we could expect a response?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sees the FCO smiling at him:: FCO: Looks like our research will have to continue later. ::smiles back::

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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